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The Diocesan Advisory Committee at work – The Chair’s view
In 2018, the balance between conservation and mission has once again been at the forefront of the
DAC’s work. The Diocese of Exeter has 605 churches, of which over 400 are grade I or grade II* listed
(only the Dioceses of London and Oxford have more buildings to care for). For all of these buildings the
DAC provides the conservation advice to manage change, while supporting the need to create modern
21st Century worship environments.
Most of our churches were modernised, refashioned, or rebuilt in the 19 th Century often in the Neo
Gothic Style following the Oxford Movement’s push toward Anglo-Catholicism. This movement started
modestly enough in the halls and houses of Oxford University, but it soon caught on and swept through
the country having a dramatic influence on the form of worship in the Church of England, and on the
church architecture of Devon.
Who is to say that another movement may not be currently taking place; a movement aimed particularly
towards the evangelism of the younger population, and a movement towards an exhilarating form of
worship. 2018 has seen an increase in projects coming forward with exciting new styles of worship in
mind. One positive example of this is at St Matthias, Plymouth, where what was once a rather ordinary
Victorian town church with a down at heel interior is now an open, energetic, bright space which is
home to an amazingly enthusiastic joyous congregation of hundreds of young people. It is a good
reminder for us all that mission is not just about toilets, kitchens and padded chairs, but creating vibrant
and engaging spaces where congregations can grow and diversify. This is where conservation must
protect the best of a building’s past, whilst allowing for change and modernisation which will
accommodate the needs of the new movement, just as the Victorians did with Anglo Catholicism.
However, when giving advice on innovative new projects, passions understandably often run high and
the DAC is often in the firing line of the enthusiastic petitioner who is desperate to get a project started.
Here, it is important to remember that statute and case law dictates that all modifications and
alterations to listed buildings must be clearly justified. A petitioner whose project will impact the
significance of a church as a listed building, must fully and clearly demonstrate this overriding need for
change to the Chancellor. Spending some time fully considering the statements of significance and need
and clearly outlining the necessity for a project from a practical or missional viewpoint can be hugely
beneficial in receiving a positive response to your application.
Additionally, many of our churches continue to face other challenges; with falling attendance and lack of
finance often quoted examples. Many congregations are now looking for other ways of making ends
meet and supporting their local communities; from running concerts, holding fetes to introducing
Champing (glamping within churches).
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Increasing community engagement with projects has been a key theme in 2018 and has led to some
exciting and innovative projects coming forward to be considered by the DAC, for example one
congregation who would like to open the church as a shop and post office during the week and another
enquiring about opening as pub on a Friday and Saturday evening. The aim of these ventures is not only
about raising funds for the church, but increasingly about bring community together and introducing
new people to these wonderful old buildings and encouraging their wider usage.
As is shown in the annual figures set out in this report, the DAC consultants and members (all of whom
are unpaid volunteers) and the Church Buildings Advisers are available to support and provide advice for
projects along the way. As Chair I would strongly encourage all substantial projects to involve the DAC
in discussions from an early stage. In 2018, projects such as St Matthias Torquay, St John Paignton and St
Margaret’s Littleham-cum-Exmouth have all involved the DAC, their Church Architects and amenity
societies in extensive discussions throughout the progress of their projects and this teamwork invariably
leads to a successful Faculty.
In September 2018 Louise Bartlett left the DAC Office to take up a position of Senior Properties Curator
(West region) with English Heritage. Louise had worked for the Diocese for 12 years, many as Senior
Church Buildings Adviser and DAC Secretary and her wise counsel will be enormously missed by her
colleagues and committee members alike. A new Senior Church Buildings Adviser and DAC Secretary has
been appointed, Mr Nigel Pratt; whom came to us from Dartmoor National Park Authority at the
beginning of December. Additionally, at the end of December 2018 I stood down as Chair of the DAC, to
be succeeded by Mr Walker Lapthorne, I am sure that Walker will enjoy the challenge of supporting
conservation and renewal of Devon’s churches every bit as much as I have.

Frank Eul, Chair of the DAC
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In 2018, 262 items of casework were discussed during
the eight DAC meetings and weekly subcommittee
meetings held. This covered formal applications, where
parishes had applied for the DAC’s Notification of
Advice, requests for Informal Advice on outline
proposals, variations of faculties already issued,
discharging provisos attached to faculties issued, and
discussions involving the issuing of an Archdeacon’s
Permission for Temporary Reordering (APTRs).
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During 2018, the Church Buildings office received 121
applications for a DAC Notification of Advice (the first
step in making a faculty application), via the Online
Faculty System
(https://facultyonline.churchofengland.org). Whilst the
majority of applications were from PCCs, 9 were from
external applicants, such as individuals requesting
items such as new memorials in the church,
headstones which fell outside of the Churchyard
Regulations, installation of mobile phone or broadband
equipment, or applications from Local Authorities
carrying out works within closed churchyards.
The DAC received 102 new applications in 2018 and of
these 72 (71%) were granted at the first meeting
considering the application. Another 24 (23%) were
granted following more detailed discussion and
consideration, and an outstanding 6 (6%) applications
had not been resolved by the end of 2018, with
discussions either yet to take place, or ongoing.
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The busiest month for new applications being received
by the DAC was April 2018 with 22 new applications on
the agenda for consideration.
The average time taken for the DAC to issue a formal
Notification of Advice once the application was
received was 26 days. Faculties took an average of a
further 121 days to be determined, including the
statutory 28 days for the public display of the petition
by the parish.
Figures from 2017:
At the end of 2017 18 applications had remained
unresolved by year end. All 18 re-submissions from
2017 were issued with a Notification of Advice in 2018,
resulting in a total of 92 NoAs issued during 2017.
Once the DAC have issued their Advice, the applicant
then submits their faculty application to the Diocesan
Chancellor, via the Registrar, for a final decision. In
2018, the Chancellor and his Deputy issued 27 faculties
relating to applications submitted in 2017.
Informal Advice
The DAC encourages PCCs to apply for early advice on
proposals to make changes to their building, so that
they can be involved in the discussions at an initial
stage. Parishes can also access the early advice of our
specialists on matters relating to their bells, organs,
heating, and lighting, and these visits are free of charge
to the PCC. In 2018, 66 requests for Informal Advice
were received. Of the 121 applications for a
Notification of Advice in 2018, 31 had received the
DAC’s Informal Advice before applying for a faculty. Of
those 31 applications 23 (75%) then received a NoA
from the DAC at the first meeting.

New applications received by month

Littleham-cum-exmouth, St Margaret and St Andrew

List B approvals
Of the 156 List B applications received during 2018, 114
had been approved by the end of the year (the
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remaining 42 having been asked for additional
information which had not yet been provided by the
parishes). Many items of work which do not need
authorisation by way of faculty need to be approved by
the Archdeacon under the ‘List B’ process, after
consultation with a DAC member or officer. The full list
of items which can be covered by List B authorisation
can be found on the Diocesan website
(https://exeter.anglican.org/resources/churchbuildings/faculties/). The average time to process a List
B application from submission to approval in 2018 was
15 days.
Site visits
A large part of the work of the committee members,
consultants, and officers, is making visits to parishes to
offer Informal Advice on proposals when they are at an
early stage. In 2018, there were 91 visits made by
committee members or consultants to churches to
provide informal advice. There is no cost to PCCs for
such visits, and parishes are encouraged to make
contact with the Church Buildings office at an early
stage in their plans, and to make use of this free
service. The Church Buildings Advisers are also
available to visit parishes for a very early initial
discussion on how to start a project, including advice
on funding, and how to make a faculty application. 38
of these visits were undertaken by the Advisers in
2018.
E-subcommittees and reducing the number of
meetings:
It was decided that in 2019 the number of DAC
meetings will reduce from 8 to 6 per year with regular
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e-mail sub-committee meetings helping to streamline
the process of moving applications forward as swiftly
as possible. It is hoped that this should enable
applications for smaller projects to move forward more
swiftly without the need to wait for a formal
committee meeting.
Quinquennial Inspections
Every 5 years the PCC will commission an approved
inspector to visit the church and carry out an
inspection of the whole building, its fixtures and
fittings, the services to and from the building plus the
churchyard, as required under the Inspection of
Churches Measure 1955. The inspector will provide the
PCC with copies and will also send an electronic copy to
the Archdeacon and the DAC. The total number of
reports received during 2018 was 89, however this will
include those overdue from previous years.
The number of architects and surveyors approved to
undertake quinquennial inspections currently stands at
42, with no new inspectors added to the list in 2018.

New flooring at Bishops Tawton, St John the Baptist
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